A natural p-classes generalization of the eXclusive OR problem, the subtraction modulo p, where p is prime, is presented and solved using a single fully connected hidden layer with p-neurons. Although the problem is very simple, the landscape is intricate and challenging and represents an interesting benchmark for gradient descent optimization algorithms. Testing 9 optimizers and 9 activation functions up to p = 191, the method converging most often and the fastest to a perfect classification is the Adam optimizer combined with the ELU activation function.
Introduction
As discussed in 1969 by Marvin Minsky and Seymour Papert [1] the XOR (exclusive-or) problem is a seminal example, arguably the simplest operation that cannot be solved by a single layer neural network [2] . As found later, the solution requires a second hidden layer and a non linear activation function. Yet, the number of iterations needed to train the network using the simple gradient descent algorithm is surprisingly high (see table 1), especially if we remember that we are just trying to see if two bits, a and b, are unequal: indeed a XOR b is TRUE if and only if a = b.
The difficulty comes from the fact that the classes are intertwined. As shown in figure 1 , the true and false classes cannot be separated by a linear equation. Indeed, we are not trying to sort the pairs (a, b) by looking separately at properties of the objects a or b, but rather we sort the four (a, b) configurations based on the relative values of a and b. In other words, the problem is indecomposable in the sense that no sub-classification of the values of a helps solving the complete problem.
We propose to define a classification problem which generalizes, for an arbitrarily large number of classes, the fundamental indecomposable nature of the XOR problem. On this theoretical framework, we then evaluate how often and how fast the classical gradient descent optimizers converge to the known absolute minima, and the interplay with the choice of the activation function. 
Generalization of the XOR problem to p classes
We wish to define a maximally intertwined p-classes classification problem, where no pair of classes can be separated by a linear equation and for which any number of training and test sets can be synthesized easily. A good candidate can be constructed from classical considerations in group theory. Consider the exact sequence:
where Z p denotes the group of integers modulo p, each arrow represents a linear homomorphism preserving the addition modulo p, and each double map yields a zero. It may be implemented, by mapping the left 0 to the 0 of the first Z p , then mapping any element a of the left Z p to the diagonal element (a, a) of Z p × Z p . Then mapping any element (a, b) of Z p × Z p to c = a − b modulo p, and finally mapping the last Z p to 0. These maps commute with the rules of the addition modulo p and one can verify that the central double map yields zero a −→ (a, a) −→ 0. When p is prime, the group Z p is simple and the exact sequence is indecomposable. If p = 2, we can verify that (0, 0) and (1, 1) map to 0, and that (1, 0) and (0, 1) map to 1, therefore the construction implements XOR and the subtraction modulo p can be seen as a natural p-classes generalization of the eXclusive OR.
Please notice that when p = 2, a − b modulo 2 is identical to a + b. More generaly, for any p one can replace a − b modulo p by a + b ′ modulo p where b ′ = p − b. This modification amounts to swapping the orientation of the enumeration of the second set: i.e. in the case p = 5, b is in the set (0, in (a, b) , the neural networks constructed below to solve (a Z p b) and (b Z p a) are equivalent. Figure 1 present the different classes in the discrete cases XOR and XOR 5 and helps to see the intertwined nature of these partitions of the square. One can verify the 2p − 2 oblique lines are needed to separate all the classes. Despite the apparent regularity of the figure, this number is maximal since it is equal to the number of lines needed to create a horizontal-vertical grid separating all the cells. One may also verify that no single line separates any pair of classes, say the (2) and the (3), or any 2 complementary sets of classes, say the (0,1,4) versus the (2,3). One may also define a continuous pattern of oblique classes, say C 5 , where C p is defined by the equation c = int(p * (a − b) + .5) modulo p, where a and b are real numbers in the interval [0, 1] and c is in Z p .
To summarize, we propose to consider the partition of pairs of integers (a, b) modulo p into p classes according to their difference c = a − b modulo p, as the archetype of a complex decision problem.
3 A Z p neural network with a single hidden layer
Since the XOR problem can be solved with a single hidden layer, we propose to encode a, b and c as p-dimensional 1-hot vectors, e.g. the numbers 3 and 4 of Z 5 are represented respectively by the vectors (0, 0, 0, 1, 0) and (0, 0, 0, 0, 1), and to construct a single hidden layer with dimension (2p, p) followed by a fully connected (p, p) layer with softmax and cross entropy cost function [3] .
This network is highly symmetric. Even if we fix the representations of a, b and c in the input and output layers, any pair of neurons in the hidden layer may be swapped, yielding p! equivalent configurations. In addition, there are many possible classes of solutions. Recall that the (p = 2) classic eXclusive OR can be written in several different ways, for example as (a ∧ ¬b) ∨ (¬a ∧ b) but also as (a ∨ b) ∧ ¬(a ∧ b). For higher p, the number of ways to compute a − b modulo p as a 2-step process increases rapidly so the number of distinct networks solving the Z p problem becomes very large for large p.
Intuitively, the landscape resembles at the same time a hall of mirrors, each mirror swapping a pair of neurons, and one of these non-trivial wood puzzles where all pieces may have slightly different shapes, representing our p slightly different neurons, and yet globally fill a simple pleasing pattern, the subtraction modulo p.
Gradient descent optimization
Although the mathematical problem is very simple, its implementation becomes tricky just because we follow the standard paradigm of neural networks. We are trying to use a real matrix of dimensions (2p, p) and p biases in the hidden layer, plus a real matrix of dimension (p, p) and p biases in the output layer. In total, we would like to automatically adjust a set of 3p 2 + 2p real parameters by the method of gradient descent [4] , and require a perfect result for p 2 configurations of the input variables (a, b). The game is to find the gradient descent optimization algorithm that will converge on average most rapidly to a correct solution.
There are many possibilities. We systematically tried seven algorithms offered in TensorFlow [5] , namely the simple gradient descent [6] , often nicknamed Vanilla, the momentum method [7] with or without Nesterov correction [8] [2] . There are again many choices and we tested 9 methods (figure 2). Three functions are differentiable, the classic sigmoid function, the hyperbolic tangent (TANH) and the intermediate exponential-linear (ELU) function [14] . Following the instructions in [4] page 283, we then tested 6 piecewise linear functions which are in principle faster to compute. We first considered the linear rectifier (RELU) [15] , the leaky RELU [16] with slopes 0.2, and the bounded RELU [17] saturating at 2, i.e. a piece-wise linear approximation of the sigmoid. We then added two piece-wise linear approximations of ELU, either using 2 lines: LELU defined as y = max(−1, x), or three: L3ELU, defined by 3 optimal linear segments y = max(−1, 0.231x − 0.387, x); where the equation of the central segment was chosen to minimize the square distance (L3ELU (x) − ELU (x)) 2 dx. Finally, we added a leaky linearized ELU: LLELU defined as y = max(x, −1+(x+1)/5). Notice that a fast generic way to compute a piece-wise linear approximation of any convex function is simply to compute as in the examples above the max of the linear functions defining the different segments.
These functions, presented in figure 2 , were chosen to assess if the difference between ELU and RELU is caused by replacing the corner of the RELU by the differentiable bend of the ELU, or rather if the difference comes from the left asymptote being at −1 in ELU and at 0 in RELU, thus allowing to differentiate small and large negative values. L3ELU is similar to the recently defined GRELU activation function [18] , both converge to a negative constant for large negative x values, and not to zero as in RELU.
Finally we tried in each case a number of initial learning rates, but we did not experiment with learning rate decay strategies because there are too many possibilities, and because one could expect that tampering with the learning rate η may a priori negatively interfere with the internal mechanics of the optimization of the gradient ∇, since in fine both methods affect the learning step −η∇. 
Implementation and tests
The algorithm was implemented as a short python program xor.py described below using the TensorFlow library and derived from the program neural network raw.py in the third section of TensorFlow-Examples of Aymeric Damien [19] To the credit of TensorFlow, the program runs as well on Biowulf, the high performance super computer of the NIH using GPUs, on a recent Mac, and on our 10-years old Ubuntu ThinkPad laptop, although the GPU hardware is of course much faster when p becomes large. The training data is constructed by selecting at random successive batches of 10p 2 examples then adding 0.1 Gaussian noise to each input vector. The program is trained on each batch, the training accuracy is evaluated, and the program stops when it reaches perfect accuracy on 20p 2 examples in a row. The network is then evaluated on a complete configuration of all p 2 couples (a, b) without noise. Randomness comes from the Gaussian initialization of the weights and from the Gaussian noise in the inputs. Each triplet (optimizer, activation, learning rate) was tested 10 times, and success is reported when the network reaches perfect accuracy on the test set. Since a number of methods converged below 3000 epochs, the calculation is stopped if it reaches 10,000 epoch and a FAILURE is reported. Analyzing the dynamics of the training, one may distinguish 3 types of failures. In some cases, the training accuracy never exceeds 0.40 or sometimes goes a little higher then drops back irreversibly. In other cases, the training seems to proceed well and relatively soon reaches a good value over 0.85 or even over 0.98 for larger p, but stays trapped for the remaining thousands of epochs in this false minimum. Finally in some cases, the network reaches perfect accuracy 20p 2 times in a row on the training set but fails on some configurations of the test set. Classes   2  3  5  7  11  13  17  19  23  29  31  37  41  43  47  53  59  61  adam  172  103  151  172  177  163  154  153  137  147  138  161  148  173  155  153  159  169  RMSProp  80  299  362  261  250  237  236  241  237  231  241  238  251  258  253  264  269  273  momentum  36  257  459  606  600  442  481  446  512  571  518  719  694  780  924  7592  8202  8682  adagrad  45  72  266  201  418  460  533  593  526  630  667  1611  490  695  534  569  698  658  Nesterov  104  145  591  680  310  365  414  337  453  535  0  676  729  0  810  989  1015  1061  vanilla  64  162  401  698  815  984  364  461  520  653  631  783  841  0  1201  1140  1361  1442  adadelta  1112  791  1259  1252  1310  1354  1202  1206  1319  1327  4524  1915  1410  0  0  1849  2162  0   Table 1 : Lowest number of epochs of 10p 2 examples needed to solve exactly the generalized XOR classification problem with p classes, using ELU and optimal learning rate, counted on at least 5 successful trials. A zero indicates a case where less than 5 trials out of 10 converged in less than 10000 epochs.
The first observation is that the problem seems much harder than one could naively anticipate. The minimal number of epochs needed to train the network is surprisingly large. Recalling that an epoch contains 10p 2 examples, and that the network is defined by 3p 2 + 2p weights, we observe that the number of weight-updates needed to reach perfect accuracy scales like p 4 . Furthermore, in a great number of cases, the network diverges or is trapped in a false minimum (the many zeroes in Using ELU, and selecting in each experiment the optimal learning rate, we show in figure 3 (data in table 1) the number of epochs, as a function of the number of classes, needed to obtain a perfect LELU  162  98  183  245  189  204  198  173  217  190  171  172  161  165  175  166  165  170  sigmoid  251  1008  1120  648  250  280  347  283  250  292  285  290  406  345  395  321  404  372  TANH  121  1028  813  595  462  405  307  234  279  206  216  197  199  187  194  209  174  177  L-R  263  242  1084  441  705  580  438  392  379  240  255  262  246  219  237  232  217  209  RELU  274  444  1064  1444  1814  584  486  456  375  277  266  257  234  225  219  212  217  207  B-R  161  4010  0  3525  4003  2265  1512  1162  504  417  394  0  270  244  238  233  212  217   Table 2 : Averaged number of epochs in successful runs for each activation function using Adam optimization and the optimal learning rate. A zero indicates a case where less than 5 trials out of 10 converged in less than 10000 epochs.
network for each method. The zeroes denote cases where less than half of the tests converged in less than 10,000 epochs, i.e. where the network was often trapped in a false minimum or on a flat plateau. The Adam method is the most economic and most stable method for all values of p, except p = 2 where several methods converges faster. In non systematic tests up to 191, Adam remains the best method, followed by RMSprop. The second observation, figure 4 (data in table 2), is that for the Adam optimizer, the ELU activation function, a combination of an exponential for negative x and the identity for positive x (figure 2c), and its piece-wise linear approximations L3ELU, LLLU and LELU, are preferable, for all optimization methods, to the RELU, leaky-RELU and sigmoid functions. Table 3 at the end of the paper in which the detailed results are presented for all prime numbers p <= 47, and all activation functions, show that ELU is also preferable for all the other optimizers that we tested. ELU is known to be the best activation function, see for example reference 3, page 283, but it is not used so often in the literature, thus the striking superiority of ELU and its variants over sigmoid and over RELU and its variants in this benchmark still comes as a surprise.
A third observation is that contrary to the assertion of its creators [14] , the differentiablility of the ELU function does not seem to play an important role. ELU and L3ELU obtain very similar results. Actually, this is not really surprising since computers always deal with finite differences rather than partial derivatives. The advantage of ELU over RELU is more probably due to the fact that small negative values, larger than -1, sieve through the ELU filter but are blocked by the RELU, making the training of the network harder as soon as a neuron gives a slightly negative results. This is confirmed by the better results of the hyperbolic tangent over the sigmoid activation functions although both are differentiable (Figure 2a and 2b) .
Notice that we did not see any difference of speed when using on our GPU the exponential ELU activation relative to its linearized approximations. Adagrad, Adadelta, Nesterov and Vanilla, a learning rate of 1 is preferable and even 5 when the number of classes becomes larger (see table 3 ). In a non exhaustive way, since the number of possibilities is open, we tried other network designs, either with more or less than p cells in the hidden layer, or with 2 or 3 hidden layers, always keeping p cells in the output layer which exports a p dimensional 1-hot vector, using the softmax activation function. Some of the alternative designs converged, for example p = 41, with only 20 hidden cells, or with 60 cells, but none converged faster when timed on a CPU or when counting the number of weight updates.
Using smaller data batches.
We then tried smaller batch sizes. Downgrading from 10p 2 to p 2 training examples in each batch essentially gave the same results. Using max(1, p 2 /100) was too cahotic and the networks converged less frequently. However, using max(1, p 2 /10) was interesting. The batches beeing a hundred times smaller, they run 100 times faster, but because the data are more cahotic, the best learning rate for this method is usually lower and the number of batches needed to reach a perfect accuracy about 10 times higher. As a result the program is around 10 times faster. This allowed us to test a few points up to p = 191. But the important lesson is that the relative performances of the optimizers and of the activation functions do not depend on the batch size.
The Adam optimizer, coupled to one of the variants of the ELU activation function remains best. RMS-prop also deals well with the smaller batches. The other results are consistent with the observations using the larger batches, with a notable exception: the new test is very harsh for the L4 optimizers.
The principle of the L4 method is to accelerate the convergence by constantly adapating the learning rate in the hope of lowering the loss at a constant exponential rate. Since our loss function is positive definite, convex and reaches zero at its minima, we are exactly in the condition of [13] . L4-Adam performed very well on the large batches, independently of the initial learning rate. However, on the smaller batches, overtraining is manifest. The spikes of high learning rate overadapt to the peculiarites of the mini-batches which are now too small to span the full landscape and L4-Adam becomes one of the very worst optimizers.
Conclusion
In this simple study, we have presented a natural generalization of the seminal XOR problem to the classification of p-classes using subtraction modulo p. Training and test examples are easy to generate, and if p is prime, the problem is indecomposable. This problem is interesting because it can be solved with a single fully connected hidden layer, yet the parameter landscape is complex, with a very high symmetry group and different classes of solutions. As a result, the gradient descent is challenging and provides a rich benchmark for activation functions, regulators and optimizers. We ran systematic tests up to p = 61, and a few up to p = 191.
We observed that the ELU activation function is preferable in all cases over the sigmoid and the RELU, and that the Adam optimizer converges more often and faster than, in order of performance, the RMSprop, Adagrad, Nesterov, Vanilla, Adatadelta and Momentum methods. The L4 method, which fairs well on large batches, is subject to overtraining on smaller batches.
Any better solution would be welcome, so would any design allowing to reach the largest possible value of p, while maintaining perfect accuracy.
Source code
The source code to reproduce on average table 1 is available from NCBI at https://www.aceview.org/Software/Neural nets/XOR p/xor.py The script is self-contained. It only depends on the standard TensorFlow interface, and on the L4 optimizer downloaded as is from GitHub. The top of the script explains how to duplicate the results presented here. This python code is expected to run on any machine where TensorFlow is available. Since there is an element of randomness in the initialization, the table cannot be reproduced exactly, but the conclusions should not change. The command line allows to specify the optimizer, the activation function, the learning rate, the batch size and the value of p. Try 'python xor.py -help' for details.
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